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MY STORY...

Hello, I am Liliane Tannoury and this is a short summary paper of my 
website.

I was born and raised in Lebanon, where I had a happy childhood with my whole family. 
My adolescence was very happy. I was always a good student in school, and I practiced 
sport regularly. I focused on basketball and volleyball, and I became a champion in the 
latter.
Journalism has always captivated me. I started by writing in some newspapers in my 
hometown and I later graduated from the Collège Saint Joseph (Zahle, Lebanon) on this 
specialty.

In 2003 I received an invitation to come to Dubai and work in Al Arabiya TV. I am currently 
still working there and I am very happy. Presently I am a senior sports presenter and 
producer.
Now I am presenting the sports daily bulletins, and still do exclusive interviews with
top football players. In recent times, I was focused on the football Spanish and English 
League. Recently   I have interviewed great players like Cristiano Ronaldo, Luis Suarez , 
Joe Hart, Diego Costa , Gereth Bale,  and many others.
I have many plans for the future. I am ambitious and soon there will be news in my 
career!

I am always in a good mood, well with life, and I care about others.
In my free time, I like to practice scuba diving and sky diving. I also like Salsa dance, 
zumba and power yoga. 
I love to travel and I am always trying to learn new languages.
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There are moments in my 
personal life that I would like to 
share with people...find out more 
photos on my website.
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MY WORK

My work on Al Arabiya TV is
always very exciting. I love 
working there. Find out more 
photos on  my  website.

My medium-term
objectives is to enrich

professionally, be
stronger and more

professional every single
day....
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2012 to 2016 were  fantastic
years and  I had the opportunity to
interview many celebrities and it
was an amazing experience.
In fact , I did several interviews 
with top football players in Spain 
and England , such as Cristiano
Ronaldo, Xavi, Iniesta, Gerard
Piqué, Diego Simeone, Diego 
Costa, Thibaut Courtois, Juan 
Mata etc.

Check my  website to see all the 
interviews pictures and  videos.
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I regularly give some interviews. I 
have several interviews on TV and 
in newspapers. Here you can 
check out some of them!
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My career so far has been quite 
long, and with different and 
exciting experiences. From 
Lebanon to Dubai, also going 
through Brazil, everything allowed 
me to learn from different 
journalistic experiences. Please 
check out my Profile here!
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MY PROFILE...

I am a Lebanese  senior TV producer, presenter 
and a former volleyball coach, trainer and referee 
currently working in Al Arabiya TV in Dubai. I am 
best known for my presenting roles with Al 
Arabiya tv, mainly focusing on sports programs. 
Me , my brothers and sisters were raised, in the 
early years in Zahle / Lebanon and then we 
moved to Sao Paulo / Brazil where I �nished my 
higher studies in communication. In 2003 I 
moved to Dubai / UAE where I live. 

I began my TV media career as a general reporter on a local
Brazilian media institute.
The transition to broadcast journalism was made in 2003
when I joined Al Arabiya TV / Dubai as a sports presenter 
where I became a popular �gure in television sports  
journalism. I am currently the co-anchor of sports news 
and normally I cover the most importante sports 
tournaments and events around the world.
I have conducted numerous exclusive sports interviews all 
over the world for Al Arabiya, including Cristiano Ronaldo 
Robin Van Persie, Gareth Bale, Gerard Pique, Xavi 
Hernandez, Luis Suarez, Iniesta, Javi Alonso and many 
others.

Due to the popularity that I earned performing
important interviews, mainly in Europe, I have
already been invited several times to integrate
others television projects.
Today, I am one of broadcast journalists most 
prominent and successful female presences in the 
Gulf recognized for my high professionalism, 
dedication and competence.

I made my  �rst studies in Lebanon and
�nished in Brazil where I studied
communications sciences. This alternation of
locations provided me a very comprehensive
cultures diferences and the ability to learn
various languages.
I speak �uently Arabic, English, French and
Portuguese.
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MY PROFILE...

I currently live in Dubai with my family. I 
am often invited to conferences linked to 
media and social live local events. I enjoy 
playing sports and practice regularly 
diving and sky diving. I also like Salsa 
dance,power yoga and zumba.

I was nominated several times for 
Television Sports Awards and I am 
an ever-present personality in 
AlArabiya TV spots promotions.

I am a very attentive woman 
to the social problems and 
regularly supports charities 
institutions mainly related to 
my birth country
(Lebanon).

PERSONAL LIFE

AWARDS AND NOMINATIONS

CHARITY

FIND MORE ABOUT ME
www.liliane-tannoury.com
rememberliliane@gmail.com
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